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Panjab University, located in Chandigarh, India,Panjab University, located in Chandigarh, India,
stands as a renowned institution with a rich historystands as a renowned institution with a rich history

and academic excellence. Established in 1882 inand academic excellence. Established in 1882 in
Lahore and later relocated to Chandigarh in 1958, it isLahore and later relocated to Chandigarh in 1958, it is

known for its commitment to providing qualityknown for its commitment to providing quality
education and fostering research across variouseducation and fostering research across various

disciplines. The sprawling campus designed by thedisciplines. The sprawling campus designed by the
renowned architect Le Corbusier, serves as an idealrenowned architect Le Corbusier, serves as an ideal

setting for academic pursuits in the heart ofsetting for academic pursuits in the heart of
Chandigarh. Ranked in NIRF Ranking 2023Chandigarh. Ranked in NIRF Ranking 2023

at at 25th Rank among the Indian universities and CGPA25th Rank among the Indian universities and CGPA
of 3.68 on a four-point scale at A++ Grade in NAACof 3.68 on a four-point scale at A++ Grade in NAAC

Grading, it continues to be a beacon of learning in theGrading, it continues to be a beacon of learning in the
heart of Chandigarh.heart of Chandigarh.

ABOUT 
PANJAB UNIVERSITY



Established in 1889, the Department of Laws at PanjabEstablished in 1889, the Department of Laws at Panjab
University holds a prominent position among legalUniversity holds a prominent position among legal

institutions in India. Offering undergraduate,institutions in India. Offering undergraduate,
postgraduate, and doctoral programs, it has a rich historypostgraduate, and doctoral programs, it has a rich history

of producing skilled legal professionals. The facultyof producing skilled legal professionals. The faculty
comprises experienced scholars and practitioners whocomprises experienced scholars and practitioners who

guide students through theoretical concepts and practicalguide students through theoretical concepts and practical
applications. The department actively promotes researchapplications. The department actively promotes research

and encourages faculty and students to participate inand encourages faculty and students to participate in
national and international conferences. Additionally, thenational and international conferences. Additionally, the

moot court competitions and debates organized by themoot court competitions and debates organized by the
department offer students a platform to apply legaldepartment offer students a platform to apply legal

theories in simulated courtroom scenarios, honing theirtheories in simulated courtroom scenarios, honing their
advocacy skills.advocacy skills.

ABOUT 
DEPARTMENT OF LAWS
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It is with great pleasure and anticipation that we announce theIt is with great pleasure and anticipation that we announce the
inaugural Model United Nations (MUN) in offline mode to beinaugural Model United Nations (MUN) in offline mode to be
organized by the Department of Laws, marking a significantorganized by the Department of Laws, marking a significant
milestone. Engage with us as we transcend boundaries andmilestone. Engage with us as we transcend boundaries and

embrace the rich tradition of in-person diplomacy at ourembrace the rich tradition of in-person diplomacy at our
landmark Model United Nations event, an unprecedentedlandmark Model United Nations event, an unprecedented

endeavor where diverse minds converge to deliberate on globalendeavor where diverse minds converge to deliberate on global
issues, navigating the intricacies of international affairs. Thisissues, navigating the intricacies of international affairs. This
immersive experience invites you to connect, challenge, andimmersive experience invites you to connect, challenge, and

contribute to the discourse in a vibrant setting that echoes thecontribute to the discourse in a vibrant setting that echoes the
esteemed legacy of our institution. Welcome to an immersiveesteemed legacy of our institution. Welcome to an immersive

experience where your participation propels the experience where your participation propels the Department ofDepartment of
Laws MUNLaws MUN into uncharted territories of intellectual exploration into uncharted territories of intellectual exploration

and diplomatic exchange.and diplomatic exchange.

ABOUT DOLMUN



COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

United NationsUnited Nations
General AssemblyGeneral Assembly  

UNGAUNGA

United Nations HumanUnited Nations Human
Rights CouncilRights Council  

UNHRCUNHRC

All India PoliticalAll India Political
Party MeetParty Meet

AIPPMAIPPM

InternationalInternational
PressPress

IPIP



UNITED NATIONSUNITED NATIONS
GENERAL ASSEMBLYGENERAL ASSEMBLY

The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) isis
the main deliberative, policymaking, andthe main deliberative, policymaking, and
representative organ of the United Nations.representative organ of the United Nations.
Comprising all 193 Member States, it serves as aComprising all 193 Member States, it serves as a
forum for nations to discuss and address globalforum for nations to discuss and address global
challenges, ranging from peace and security tochallenges, ranging from peace and security to
human rights and sustainable development.human rights and sustainable development.
UNGA sessions provide a platform for diplomaticUNGA sessions provide a platform for diplomatic
dialogue, negotiation, and decision-making on adialogue, negotiation, and decision-making on a
wide range of issues affecting the internationalwide range of issues affecting the international
community. Delegates engage in debates, draftcommunity. Delegates engage in debates, draft
resolutions, and collaborate to seek consensus onresolutions, and collaborate to seek consensus on
pressing global matters, embodying the spirit ofpressing global matters, embodying the spirit of
multilateralism and cooperation.multilateralism and cooperation.

“Role of Science and Technology in the“Role of Science and Technology in the
context of International Security andcontext of International Security and

Disarmament”Disarmament”

AGENDA: 



UNITED NATIONS HUMANUNITED NATIONS HUMAN
RIGHTS COUNCILRIGHTS COUNCIL

The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC)The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) is is
a key organ of the United Nations responsible fora key organ of the United Nations responsible for
promoting and protecting human rights around thepromoting and protecting human rights around the
world. Comprising 47 Member States elected by theworld. Comprising 47 Member States elected by the
General Assembly, the UNHRC addresses human rightsGeneral Assembly, the UNHRC addresses human rights
violations, conducts investigations, and makesviolations, conducts investigations, and makes
recommendations to improve human rights conditionsrecommendations to improve human rights conditions
globally. Delegates in Model United Nations (MUN)globally. Delegates in Model United Nations (MUN)
simulations of the UNHRC engage in rigorous debates,simulations of the UNHRC engage in rigorous debates,
draft resolutions, and work collaboratively to addressdraft resolutions, and work collaboratively to address
pressing human rights issues such as discrimination,pressing human rights issues such as discrimination,
freedom of expression, and access to education andfreedom of expression, and access to education and
healthcare. Participation in UNHRC simulations allowshealthcare. Participation in UNHRC simulations allows
delegates to deepen their understanding of human rightsdelegates to deepen their understanding of human rights
principles, enhance their advocacy skills, and contributeprinciples, enhance their advocacy skills, and contribute
to advancing the global human rights agenda.to advancing the global human rights agenda.

“Human Rights Situation in the Occupied Palestinian“Human Rights Situation in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem, and theTerritory, including East Jerusalem, and the

Obligation to Ensure Accountability and Justice”Obligation to Ensure Accountability and Justice”

AGENDA: 



ALL INDIA POLITICALALL INDIA POLITICAL
PARTY MEETPARTY MEET

The The All India Political Parties Meet (AIPPM)All India Political Parties Meet (AIPPM) is a is a
dynamic committee within Model United Nationsdynamic committee within Model United Nations
(MUN) conferences, simulating the political landscape(MUN) conferences, simulating the political landscape
of India. Designed to emulate the intricate workings ofof India. Designed to emulate the intricate workings of
India's diverse political parties, AIPPM providesIndia's diverse political parties, AIPPM provides
delegates with a platform to engage in robust debates,delegates with a platform to engage in robust debates,
strategic negotiations, and coalition building. Delegatesstrategic negotiations, and coalition building. Delegates
represent various political parties, each with its uniquerepresent various political parties, each with its unique
ideologies, policies, and interests, mirroring theideologies, policies, and interests, mirroring the
complexity of India's vibrant democracy. Throughcomplexity of India's vibrant democracy. Through
participation in AIPPM simulations, delegates delve intoparticipation in AIPPM simulations, delegates delve into
pressing national issues, craft policy proposals, andpressing national issues, craft policy proposals, and
navigate the intricacies of coalition politics, honing theirnavigate the intricacies of coalition politics, honing their
diplomatic, negotiation, and leadership skills. AIPPMdiplomatic, negotiation, and leadership skills. AIPPM
offers an immersive experience that fosters criticaloffers an immersive experience that fosters critical
thinking, collaboration, and an understanding of thethinking, collaboration, and an understanding of the
democratic process within the Indian context.democratic process within the Indian context.

“Exploring Freedom of Speech and Expression,“Exploring Freedom of Speech and Expression,
particularly in Relation to Communal Tensions,particularly in Relation to Communal Tensions,

Internet Issues, and Censorship”Internet Issues, and Censorship”

AGENDA: 



INTERNATIONALINTERNATIONAL  
PRESSPRESS

The The International Press (IP)International Press (IP) committee in Model committee in Model
United Nations (MUN) conferences serves as the voiceUnited Nations (MUN) conferences serves as the voice
of journalism, providing coverage, analysis, andof journalism, providing coverage, analysis, and
commentary on the proceedings of the conference.commentary on the proceedings of the conference.
Delegates in the IP committee take on the role ofDelegates in the IP committee take on the role of
reporters, editors, and media professionals representingreporters, editors, and media professionals representing
various international news outlets. Through newsvarious international news outlets. Through news
articles, opinion pieces, interviews, and pressarticles, opinion pieces, interviews, and press
conferences, delegates in the IP committee strive toconferences, delegates in the IP committee strive to
provide comprehensive and balanced coverage of theprovide comprehensive and balanced coverage of the
simulated events, debates, and resolutions unfolding insimulated events, debates, and resolutions unfolding in
other committees. The IP committee fosters criticalother committees. The IP committee fosters critical
thinking, research, and writing skills, as delegatesthinking, research, and writing skills, as delegates
navigate ethical dilemmas, verify sources, and upholdnavigate ethical dilemmas, verify sources, and uphold
journalistic integrity. Participation in the IP committeejournalistic integrity. Participation in the IP committee
offers delegates a unique perspective on global issues,offers delegates a unique perspective on global issues,
media dynamics, and the importance of a free andmedia dynamics, and the importance of a free and
responsible press in shaping public discourse andresponsible press in shaping public discourse and
promoting transparency in international affairs.promoting transparency in international affairs.



ITINERARY 

DAY 1

Dress Code : Western Formals

09:00 - 10:00 AM

10:15 - 01:15 PM

01:15 - 02:15 PM

03:00 - 05:00 PM

5 PM Onwards

Registrations & Opening

Session 1

Lunch

Session 2

Social & High Tea



ITINERARY 

DAY 2

Dress Code: Traditional Formals

08:30 - 09:00 AM

09:00 - 12:00 PM

12:00 - 01:00 PM

01:15 - 04:15 PM

04:30 - 06.00 PM

Reporting Time

Session 3

Lunch

Session 4

Valedictory & High Tea



KEY DETAILS

Department of Laws,
Panjab University, 

Sector 14, Chandigarh 

5th & 6th April, 2024

Delegate Fee : INR 1799/-

Or Scan:

QR CODE 

Form: https://linktr.ee/DOLMUN

https://rb.gy/7d5fow
https://linktr.ee/DOLMUN


PAYMENT DETAILS

Bank Details:

A/c Holder Name: HEAD DEPTT OF
LAW MISC

A/c Number: 10444977656
Bank: STATE BANK OF INDIA

IFSC: SBIN0000742
Bank Address: PANJAB UNIVERSITY,

CHANDIGARH

Assured Cash Prizes up to
₹40,000

 Plus Gift Hampers 🎁 🎁



CONTACT US:

@dolmun.pu

dolmun2024@gmail.com

Shruti:

Siddhi Bali:

+91 6284-745587

+91 6283-438092

STUDENT COORDINATORS:

FACULTY COORDINATORS:

Prof. (Dr.) Supinder Kaur

Dr. Manisha Garg




